September 29, 2008

To: Golden Hill Resident
From: 619‐239‐Bart (2278)
Re: update information
Thank you very much for giving us the opportunity to serve your housing needs. Please call 619‐239‐
2278 anytime, then write to us should any repairs not be done expediently, completely, correctly to
your satisfaction. Without your input we will never know where to improve most.
These are unprecedented times of health and awareness, globalization and financial devastation.
What will survive shall need to be honest and innovative. It’s a pleasure to announce the winner of
this year’s ANTI‐COMPLACENCY $250 AWARD to one of our community’s most commanding free‐lance
writers, Anna Maria Stephens, whose articles appear frequently in San Diego’s City Beat, among other
rags. Her “evolutionary” style brings a freshness and creative blend about our town, including her
recent story on Sanctuary 143, a local gallery for artistic vision and events.
Our recent survey of Wi‐Fi high speed internet on the hill suggests that 91% of all complaints are due to
equipment failures on behalf of the user, and not the fabulous signal that SoCalFreeNet volunteers
Drew, Ben and Matt have amplified. Keep us informed of any further issues, please.
On TUESDAY (9/30), at 7:00pm, inside the San Diego Art Museum, ART of ELAN comprised of
SDSymphony virtuosos will present one exciting concert with works ranging from bluegrass to Aaron
Copeland to Grammy award‐winning composer Richard Danielpour. At the door if you mention the
word “Golden Hill” then tickets are only a lousy six bucks!!! Bring your friends to this treasured hall of
great masterpieces and listen to some radical classical brilliance. Afterwards, booze with the
performers at the Prado bar. Only six bucks!!!
Free night theater 2008 will take place here in San Diego on October 16 (and all over the country) when
theatre companies open their doors to literally thousands of new theatergoers to introduce them to
the joys of live theatre ‐‐‐ absolutely free of charge. www.freenightoftheater.net
A final note on upkeep and cleaning: people leaving trash or storage out in common areas i.e.
landings, balconies, hallways, etc. will eventually be asked to leave. Smoking in or around the
premises is forbidden (smokers need to die more quickly). Anyone found washing comforters, rugs,
or blankets in our machines will be assessed $200 for repairs; such large items can be washed at 25th
Street. Please take precaution for fire; please know your fire extinguisher locations.
This November your vote counts. Bring out all your friends and make the difference. Our statement
shall resound around the world. Recall our Bush administration never identified the housing bubble,
told us the subprime problem was contained, didn’t plan for a recession, and thought collapse of
stalwart banking houses ‘absurd’. Notwithstanding every child is left behind. However the blame is
at home for allowing it to occur.
Question authority, do well, take care, and stay in touch.

